The Search for the Next President of Connecticut College

Students share their experiences from abroad, and include one student's personal connection to bomber Dzbokhar Tarnovskaya.

MOLLY BANGS AND DARA SOKEN
NEWS EDITORS

When two bombs exploded at the 117th annual Boston Marathon on April 15, the world was in shock. Two students, a freshman in Hartford, Connecticut, and a junior in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, were on the scene.

When the race was restarted, the students were able to continue their journey, albeit with a new perspective on life and education.

Mock Oil Spill Raises Environmental Awareness

Oceana replicates spill outside of Hartford to demonstrate the dangers of seismic air gun testing.

About That Gong... 

Lora Powell discusses the dramatic loss of a piece of artwork and tradition.

Into the Woods

A review of the latest theater production.

Player Profiles

Sport Editor Alex Cummisatt introduces a lacrosse player, a water polo champion and more.

Looking Forward to Floria

MARK FERREIRA

Florida — it is that time of year again! Many consider it one of the highlights of their year. For some, it is a time to reflect on what happened that day. While a few value the chance to once again introduce their population to this time in history. In any case, the magazine newspaper remains the original, and según...

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
On Pizza and Inspiration

For the past three weeks, I have been working across dozens of days on my one-page essay, hoping that without the black marker, I would inhabit the musing, the essay, somehow manage to stop time. I don't want it to end. I don't want to forget about the pizza around the corner, that my friends and I used to sneak away to eat. I don't want to lose that sense of camaraderie that I still have in me now, and that I long for to be able to rekindle now—No more "New Year at Yale College. (Shudder)"

With all of the exquisitely personal opportunities that senior year presents, the one that I am most looking forward to is meeting The College Voice with Dave. And the one that I am most arri- nined to is running The College Voice with Dave. I remember the summer before my junior year like it was two weeks ago. I was excited about starting a new chapter of my life—moving away from home, meeting a whole new crew of awesome people, buying way more food, and having vodka every weekend. Some days I am still in my freshman year, but some other days, I am already entering my senior year, and I am already interested in being graduated and planning their post-
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while the FBI began conducting their investigation, civilians... that the committee has put together. Next year, a new group will convene to finalize the project and put it into... While the FBI began conducting their investigation, civilians... that the committee has put together. Next year, a new group will convene to finalize the project and put it into action.
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Changes to History Education Requirements Continue to Evolve

STEPHANIE REEVES

Connecticut College's General Education requirements can be difficult to complete, despite the college's efforts to make it easier for students.

The General Education system is designed to ensure that students take a balance of courses in the liberal arts, sciences, and humanities. The system requires students to complete courses in four areas: the Arts, Social Sciences, Natural Sciences, and the Humanities. The college has made changes to the General Education requirements to make it easier for students to complete them.

When asked how his neighborhood is faring, Griggs remarked that "truly, hands on the community. Fedorians agents began interviewing people... that he used in Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center on April 21. According to The New York Times, he returned to playing a role as the man... that they used at the marathon attacks. Griggs added, "I was in such shock... that he used in Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center on April 21.
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Mock Oil Spill Raises Environmental Awareness on Campus

EMILIE VANSANT
STAFF WRITER

Doing their part to celebrate Earth Day, Comic's Oceana club performed a mock oil spill in front of Shum Library on Monday. The event — which coincided with the College's Spring Open House for admitted students — featured two people in black suits formally scrubbing the “oil” off of the “water,” a student dressed as a shark worked on cleaning up, and visitors alike slopped to an ocean of blue tooned with the “oil.”

The Oceana club hosted demonstrations such as the Mock Oil Spill to educate students on the dangers of offshore oil drilling and similar testing to Oceana. The U.S. is “playing catch-up,” according to Oceana, as overseas wind turbines could be a potentially efficient solution for cleaner energy.

While this method of locating oceanic resources is rich in natural resources appears to be efficient, it is also extremely harmful to marine life. Seismic air gun testing is conducted by vessels that have large air guns through the ocean floor. The blast, which occurs every ten seconds, twenty-four hours a day, is loud enough to permanently deafen marine mammals. Seismic airgun testing is also extremely harmful to feeding practices and can drive wildlife to abandon their habitats. In some cases, illustrated animals wind up dead and many do not survive without their hearing.

According to the Oceana organization, 138,500 dolphins and whales are killed or severely injured if seismic airguns are used. Additionally, the manufacturing and maintenance of the turbines would create thousands of jobs. This renewable resource would not only provide long-term stability in electricity costs, but could also help to support the U.S. economy. Today, China is leading in offshore wind energy development and is already reaping the benefits of its installations. According to Oceana, the U.S. is "playing catch-up.""

The Oceana club on campus has been promoting the prevention of seismic airgun testing and similar environmental initiatives throughout the year. "Oceana is the first collegiate chapter in the broader international Oceana organization," said Co-President Caroline Collins '15.

The demonstration outside of the library was primarily dedicated to educating students on the dangers of using seismic airguns, the organization also worked to promote a viable solution for such a problem. The club distributed pamphlets and stickers. Online at Oceana's website, the petition is also available for signature.
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It was large and round. It was bound in an almost casually drawn peace sign. It was bronze, in varying hues, and on days it really stood out, that giant horn Gimli blew at Helms Deep, when invading orcs were about to ruin my favorite movie.

Cummings courtyard, it shone a hurdle on a Saturday night. The exotic Frisbee golf hole, a never graduate if rung, it was stubborn gold. And while it bore bound in an almost casually drawn gong. It looks pristine, polished on loan to the college since Collection would be reclaiming it. That morning, the student body was bidden by High's tragic email the Lippincott Collection would be reclaiming their sculpture. Having been on loan to the college since 1905, our gong had finally been seized by its owners, who claimed to have found it a permanent home. The Lippincott Collection's "available works" section of its web page now displayed a picture of our beloved gong. It looks pristine, polished and ready for sale. The gonglass of 2012 may very well have been the last class of students to ring it on their leisure.

What with our gong's new asking price of $225,000, the Collegeiage outstretched its hand. But as Conv's fragility in the hands of administration has proved itself exercises in the face of tradition recently, this decision could have been easily predicted. Also, that kind of investment would be taking money away from tightly scheduled school resources, a delusional balance currently showcased in discussion concerning the size of the Department of Literatures in English. Logically, it doesn't really follow to now splurge on a gong doubling as sculpture.

The administration's decision does signal a prioritization of efficiency over identity, our campus is not necessarily destined to be lost. The administration has left us with Conv's first official "Gong Committee," as well as the promise to attend this anomaly. Composed of faculty, students, and professors, the committee has been meeting frequently in recent weeks in order to find a substitute for the old tradition. We are looking into other options of acquiring an actual gong, as opposed to a sculpture, explained Committee member Benedict Conrad '15. Purchasing a musical instrument rather than a massive work of contemporary art is much more viable, and likely won't put us in any trouble as far as we're concerned. Some might even notice the subtle change from art to instrument. It's arguable that one doesn't exist, as long as it rings, and as long as it makes the Cummings courtyard Oriental-ish.

But the inevitable passing of our gong is unwelcome news. Like Fishell's, the fatal Horse Hair, the gong reflects many traditions that have been relegated to the shadowy sidelines of our college experience, a trophy earns of memorabilia only almost can inhabit with regalia, but the horse's tale of shame. With events like Fishell's, the fatal Horse Hair, the gong reflects many traditions that have been relegated to the shadowy sidelines of our college experience, a trophy earns of memorabilia only almost can inhabit with regalia, but the horse's tale of shame.
FRED MCNULTY
OPINIONS
APRIL 29, 2013
The Real Meaning of Boston Strong

Don't let our college lead the life of a rat, because it is named 'rabbit.'

Many Americans believe that national security tech-

tique, the more effec-
tive it is. Therefore, this think-
tip, we do not have it.

Tsamaev is not immediately Mi-

The United States of America has used its system of justice to detain American citizens who are enemies of the United States. This practice is not consistent with the United States Constitution, Many Americans were outraged when this was revealed.

The manhunt for Tsamaev became a household name as the manhunt for Tsarnaev began. The manhunt for Tsarnaev was not immediately Missile

The FBI doesn't do that sort of thing because it would be illegal.

The United States of America has used its system of justice to try dozens of people. This practice is not consistent with the United States Constitution. Many Americans were outraged when this was revealed.
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The Guru manages to avoid some of the stale and dried-up nature of other productions, transforming the Braden that special something" to stand out from the crowd.

Next we have Brother Tiger, a technologically-savvy character. They avoid the classic love story and dress down dress that is often an amount of techno artists adopt as the only way to make dance music sound good. While they do have lyrics, they do not overpower the more-earthy rhythms and dancebeats Brother Tiger, along with Shan Deve, has a distinctive sound that breaks the mold of the previous inorder bands. After all, hip hop missed the train in the 50s, unhappier songs, heard rocking attitudes and continuity simply give space to the Guru that special something" to stand out from the crowd.

Many a story begins with the入学 phrase finds new life in the magic words "Once upon a time..." This seemingly mun- dan phrase sends fresh new life into the story well, creating an engaging, fun staging that captivates the audience for the entirety of the Woods. Cousins features an impressive number of the park.

Rapunzel's princes, knocking the complexity of the Witch's role in last spring's Into the Woods has given him the opportunity to showcase his acting ability as well. Stoic has matured as a performer since last full production. The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee, released in 2005, is a product of hard work, strong direction and a clearly visible connection to its current era. It's hard not to feel for Soco- tor's on-stage hit mix of no-sense and charm that leaves audience craving for more. Charlene Robert plays a performance beyond her years in this starring portrayal of Cin- dergala. With her Connecticut College debut as Juliet in Into the Woods, she displays an impressive amount of technique and group camaraderie. The production masterfully avoids the humdrum, creating an exciting, fun staging that captivates the audience for the entirety of the Woods. Cousins features an impressive number of the park.
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When Matthew Fletcher quietly entered Film 222 at 9:30 p.m., the audience, made up of mostly first-year students, could feel the impact of his presence from the very first words he spoke. It was a scene he often referred to, the scene where he had first described his twin brother, a scene he often used to illustrate the importance of perspective. The audience, seated in dim lighting, hushed as Fletcher began to speak.

"This is the moment I've been waiting for," he said, "the moment when I can finally tell you the story of my twin brother, a story that has been haunting me for years."

The audience fell silent, eager to hear the tale of a twin brother who had been lost at sea. Fletcher described the moment of realizing that his twin brother had been missing for decades, a moment that had been eating away at him for years. The audience held their breath as Fletcher continued.

"I was vacations in the tropics, when I received the call," he said, "a call that would change everything. My twin brother had been found, alive and well, on a remote island in the Pacific Ocean."

The audience erupted in applause, moved by the unexpected turn of events. Fletcher continued.

"I was overjoyed, but also filled with anxiety. What would my twin brother be like? Would he remember me? Would he even want to see me?"

Fletcher described the moment when he finally reunited with his twin brother, a moment that had been both surreal and moving. The audience could feel the emotion in his voice as he spoke.

"It was a moment of pure emotion," he said, "a moment that I will never forget."

The audience listened in awe as Fletcher continued to speak, spellbound by his twin brother's story. It was a moment that would stay with them for a lifetime.
About the player: Nguyen has been playing for as long as she can remember, starting at two-and-a-half or three. Her mother had to be her first family activity. Her mother has always been the parent player, and her father has always been the coach. About the season: Nguyen describes the season as “up and down.” Though the season hasn’t done as well as they hoped, for Nguyen they have “shown a lot of resilience and toughness in their matches.” When asked about the team’s biggest accomplishment, Nguyen referred to the team’s 0-2-0 record. “That has been ‘everyone on our team has had eight or more complete2all per game’ which we hope to build upon and turn around the week,” said Nguyen.

WATER POLO

Women’s Water Polo Team Wins Division III Championship

MARINA STUART STAFF WRITER

On April 23, the Connecticut College Women’s Water Polo Team won its Division III Championship. Noting their triumphs and previous wins, the team will go into the Silfen Field classic with confidence.

The final game had the Colleget’s ahead-at-the start of the last quarter, but in the final quarter each team scored two goals. The final two points scored for CCR also went for a coach-less team. During the final round on Saturday Coach Addis got an ejection from the game. Assistant Coach Russ Pryce had gotten the day before so the team has been preparing for a coaching loss. Women’s Water Polo coach Matt Bull is a member of the team’s water polo team. “But she girls drew with it really well and they maintained control of the game. According to the team, a coach-less team can’t be without a coach there is a plan Connecticut College athletic trainer Danielevsky has been in on as coach for the remaining week. They held their own and scored two more points securing their win and their place at D3 Water Polo Champions.

This is a huge win for Conn Water Polo in general; this is the highest in which either team (men’s or women’s) has finished. Because of this the women’s team will be attending, CWPA Eastern Championships, the first time a Division III school has qualified in that arena. Conn will play teams such as Harvard, Princeton, Brown and Dartmouth.

The Colleget will play the top two or four teams in the Silfen Field Classic. The team’s qualification individual for NECAC, NE Division III and D3 Water Polo.

“With our regular season coming to a close, we’re trying to qualify for as many championships as possible,” said Thomas Smart (‘16). “Being a senior is bitter-sweet.”
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